
ALL THE NEWS IS GOOD!

Don’t take our word for it. Do your own research. Learn more at www.RiseUpNH.org

Be At Peace
1.Healthy people are not driving viral spread!

2.SARS-COV-2 isn’t as dangerous as advertised!

3.COVID-19 is highly treatable AND preventable!

4.Face masks are not necessary or helpful!

5.A supported immune system can handle anything!

6.We are reaching herd immunity!

7.A positive PCR test doesn’t mean you’re sick or
infectious!

8.You don’t need a “vaccine”!

9.Lockdowns aren’t necessary or effective!

10. We can open back up fully!
Many states and countries are are now opening up! They have realized that they overreacted by following provably faulty
projections and highly questionable and politically motivated “science.” NH can open up now too! Be at peace!

A PCR test without clinical confirmation of symptoms is next to meaningless. The test works by continuously doubling tiny
amounts of DNA; too many doubling cycles can create up to 90% false positives. Even the W.H.O. finally admitted this!

For all of the above reasons! Even experimental mRNA shots can only be “emergency authorized” when there are no
available effective treatments (there are!) and when the injection is safer than the virus or treatments (not proven so far!).

At least 40 COVID-era studies so far show that lockdowns do not work! Even the W.H.O. never previously approved of lock-
downs for airborne infectious diseases. Just look at Sweden or other US states without lockdowns, they are far better off!

One of the biggest predictors of COVID-19 susceptibility is Vitamin D levels, so that’s easily fixed! Those who are dying
were already extremely ill with often several chronic disease conditions. Most were over 80 years old. You’re safe!

The huge drop in cases and deaths since January were not the result of any vaccine, but of reaching herd immunity.
Many people already had pre-existing immunity due to earlier coronavirus (common cold) exposure. Emergency’s over!

A Chinese study of 10 million people found ZERO asymptomatic transmission! A JAMA analysis of 54 studies of 77,000
people showed negligible asymptomatic transmission! Healthy people are once again…healthy!

Over 99.7% of people getting COVID-19 survive! Children under 20 are more likely to die in a car accident! For people
under 60, it’s no more dangerous than the flu. CDC numbers were wildly exaggerated & included flu & pneumonia deaths.

There are many highly effective treatments capable of bringing the death count down by as much as 85%! Nutrients like
Vitamins C & D, zinc, glutathione. Drugs like hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, budesonide and many others! Be at peace!

Study after study of masked vs. unmasked counties, states, and countries show that masks made no difference
statistically! This conclusion agrees with over 4 decades of mask science, OSHA, and other official sources prior to 2020.


